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Human Rights, The Pandemic, and the Turning Tide of the
Populist Wave: Can COVID-19 be a catalyst for change?
*Mia Wick
Abstract
Within the last decade, support for authoritarian populist rhetoric has increased exponentially
and brought with it a re-surgency of ‘illiberal democracy’. Consequently, the ability of
institutions and civil society organisations who advocate human rights to effectively operate
has been threatened, to the detriment of the wider international human rights legal framework.
With the unprecedented political and economic disruption that came with the COVID-19
pandemic, it seems that the immediate post-COVID climate may bring with it a potential
impetus for change. As this article illustrates, evidence is mounting that the grasp of populist
leadership and of populist rhetoric has been in steady decline since the beginning of the
pandemic. Though we cannot be certain that such a decline will persist, this article argues that
during this new era of weakened populist support, now is the time for targeted human rights
advocacy to strengthen the turning tides away from authoritarian populism.
Keywords: Populism, Human Rights, COVID, Neoliberalism, Populist wave
Introduction
The human rights movement has been undeniably haunted by the spectre of populism for
several years. The increasing support for authoritarian populist rhetoric has, particularly from
2016 onwards, posed what seemed to be an exponential threat to institutions with mandates to
protect and enforce human rights, while reducing the space for civil society organisations who
advocate for human rights to operate freely. With populations increasingly disenfranchised by
the concept of human rights which seemingly have favoured ‘winners of globalisation’ and
abandoned ‘normal people’, the tide of what was termed the ‘populist wave’ did not seem to
be receding. With the increasing success of these populist authoritarian leaders in the polls, this
rhetoric has threatened to undermine the very international pluralist sentiment upon which the
human rights legal framework relies.
However, the extensive failures of many populist authoritarian leaders in effectively addressing
COVID-19, paired with the unity that has flowed from the pandemic, has arguably catalysed a
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decline in support for populist authoritarian leadership. This is to the extent that some have
speculated on a ‘Great Reset’1; that during a time of weakened populist support, there could be
a restoration of ideals of civil unity over the divisiveness which populist rhetoric exploits.
It is perhaps too soon to guarantee the sustainability of this decline in populist support in the
modern political climate, but this article argues that there can be value for human rights
advocates in capitalising on this ‘Great Reset’ to gain advantage over divisive populist rhetoric.
It is grounded on the premise that where human rights advocates look to the root causes of the
last decade’s increased support for populist authoritarian rhetoric, it becomes clear that there
is an urgent need for greater innovation within the human rights legal framework to both
reinvigorate human rights and to find practical solutions for the enforcement of economic,
social and cultural (ESC rights).
Ultimately, this article speculates on the following question: should human rights advocates
capitalise on the post-COVID-19 climate, to target advocacy on systemic change and towards
a restored balance between neoliberalist economic market forces and the support and protection
of human rights and civil unity? It argues that, though the state of world politics can make it
difficult, there is value in re-strategising for great human rights protection and that this is better
than to act with ‘despondence and despair’.
Section 1 of this article looks to explain the threat that populist rhetoric has posed to the
international human rights legal framework. Section 2 outlines how the ineffective handling of
the COVID-19 pandemic by some populist authoritarian leaders has contributed to the decline
in public support for populist rhetoric and collaterally for populist leadership. It explains that
this post-COVID-19 climate is a time for a potential ‘Great Reset’ and describes how human
rights advocates should capitalise on weakened populist support to sustain a movement away
from populist rhetoric, and a restored faith in human rights and civil unity. Section 3 urges
advocates to re-strategise to emphasise the need for global effort to address the imbalance
between the libertarian, capitalist, neoliberal desire for trade liberalisation and free markets at
the expense of ESC rights. In recognising the limitations of such an argument, it suggests that,
at minimum, this is a time for a significant research effort and advocacy to push for systemic
change.
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Section 1: Populism and the Threat to Human Rights
1.1. Populism as a Diverse Rhetoric
Populism cannot be described as antithetical to human rights in and of itself. In fact, through
tracing the term ‘populism’ to its roots, Johnson found that its first significant use had described
a political party in the United States whose goal was for the protection of rights and whose
work record showed only that of positive human rights protections.2
Therefore, to grasp how populism has become a threat to human rights, one must understand
that populism is considered a ‘thin ideology’.3 It is not a full political ideology and as
Bonadiman and Soirila stated, it does not itself contain ‘any substantive government
programme’.4 Rather, it is a ‘chameleon-like’5 rhetoric or ‘discourse’6 that is somewhat
parasitic to varying ideologies7 including, but not limited to, nationalism or socialism. It is
utilised by political leaders when vying for popular vote in democratic elections to push their
own agenda through questioning and encouraging the public to question who should be
perceived as holding legitimate power. In doing so, leaders who utilise this rhetoric separate
society into two homogenous and antagonistic groups: ‘the people’ and ‘the corrupt elite’, as
per Mudde’s early influential definition.8 As such, populist leaders perceive ‘the people’ to be
a group ‘whose identity, ideas and will can be fully represented’9 and on this basis, claim that
‘they, and only they, represent the people’.10 They therefore present themselves as ‘unified,
authentic and unquestionably and morally right’11 and argue that ‘the elite’ are morally
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wrong.12 With this as a backing, leaders who prescribe to this rhetoric challenge the legitimate
authority of existing governing bodies. They make claims that these bodies are ‘the
establishment’ who are far removed from ‘the people’ to be truly representative and suggest
instead that existing elected leaders are ‘immoral, technocratic and plutocratic’13 and therefore
are not representative of ‘the voice of ordinary citizens’.14
Upon this foundation, any opposition to the populist’s ideology are considered as ‘internal or
external enemy’15 of the people, including opposition politicians,16 ‘public sector bureaucrats’
(known as the ‘deep state’) alongside international organisations such as the European Union.
Populist leaders later base their campaigns on the cleavages they create between ‘the people’
and ‘the elite’ to ‘supply the narratives required for political mobilization around common
concerns’.17
Immediately, the populist rhetoric’s distinctive and dangerous characteristic is that it is
divisive. As the following section illustrates, the ‘cleavages’ that populist leaders typically
create do not end with ‘the people’ and ‘the elite’ but have also manifested in the progression
of anti-pluralist and discriminatory policy agendas that scapegoat anyone who exists outside
‘the homogenous people’. The danger is compounded by attacks on the wider international
human rights legal framework and are concerningly justified by claims of being the true
representatives of the people.
1.2 Populism in Practice: The Threat of Authoritarian Populism on Human Rights
The real danger to human rights emerging by populist rhetoric is that the latter has increasingly
been used over the last decade as a ‘tactic or tool’18 of leaders considered ‘modern
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authoritarians’.19 Müller outlines that, similar to authoritarian leaders, once in power, populists
‘hijack the state apparatus’20 and ‘oppose and attack institutions whose outcomes are not in
line with their interests’.21 He suggests that populist leaders can only be distinguished from
outright authoritarian leaders by their claims to represent the true people,22 which can make it
more difficult to argue against their legitimacy. Upon this moral throne, these authoritarian
populists form ‘illiberal democracies’23 which are characterised by having the outward
appearance of a true democratic regime, but in which elections are ‘rarely as free and fair’24 as
Western liberal ideals of democracy advocate. This resurgence of ‘illiberal democracy’25 has
been considered a beginning of a ‘breakdown of democracy’26 and as the ‘degradation of
freshly attained liberal constitutionalism toward … outright authoritarian governance’.27
The following two sub-sections illustrate how, under this form of anti-democratic authoritarian
governance, it has become increasingly difficult for human rights to effectively operate.
Amnesty International states that ‘democracy, the rule of law and human rights are necessarily
intertwined and interdependent’ and that ‘it is difficult for one of them to fully function without
the presence of the other’.28 They briefly outline the immediate concerns of such a divisive
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rhetoric and its effects on minority groups and individual rights, before delving into more
pressing concerns regarding attacks on the international human rights legal framework and the
institutions which enforce it.
A) Minority Groups as Scapegoats: Attacks on Individual Human Rights
At its most basic level, the most immediate threat to human rights posed by authoritarian
populist rhetoric exists on account of it being ‘an exclusionary form of identity politics’.29 If
populist rhetoric states that ‘only some of the people are actually the real, authentic people who
are deserving of support’,30 then this rhetoric adopted by authoritarian leaders (naturally)
creates ‘out groups’31 in terms of those perceived to ‘threaten heartland values’.32 This rhetoric
therefore ‘fuel[s] social resentment, xenophobia or even persecution’33 of these groups, that are
often ‘ethnic, racial minorities or immigrant population[s]’.34 These groups are often
scapegoated as the root of all problems within a ‘narrative of blame’35 that ‘seeks to identify
and blame those guilty of causing the anxiety of the common people’.36 Roth used Trump as
an example: ‘he stereotyped migrants, vilified refugees, attacked a judge for his Mexican
ancestry, mocked a journalist with disabilities’.37 Such behaviour has significant repercussions
on the individual rights of these groups, where the individual rights of people within minority
groups are violated, and such violations are justified as simply being the exercise of pure
democracy.
B) Anti-Pluralistic Political Agendas and the Disassembling of the Human Rights
Framework
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More concerning to the wider human rights legal framework, is the threat authoritarian populist
leaders pose because of their anti-pluralistic beliefs. As Posner states, ‘international law is
inherently pluralist’,38 but authoritarian populist leaders reject ‘liberal internationalism’,
collaterally they reject the existence of a ‘supranational system of law’.39 They include
international law in the narrative that ’international decision-makers act in the interest of elites
– not ordinary people’40 and have increasingly cherry-picked which international legal
provisions they will conform with to sustain diplomatic relations and consolidate their power,
whilst disengaging with international law that contradicts their own political agenda, often at
the expense of liberal ideals such as human rights.41
Consequently, Miklos states: ‘illiberal regimes wage a …battle against any form of
international togetherness of worldwide civic aspirations’.42 International human rights law is
no exception. Populist leaders claim the ‘enforcement of universal human rights standards or
judgements from transnational legal bodies represent undue interference in their domestic
affairs’43 and are a bureaucratic ‘regime of governance … and expert language’ 44 and are
ultimately an impediment to their conception of majority will.45 Populist leaders ‘portray[s]
rights as protecting only the terrorist suspect or the asylum seeker at the expense of safety,
economic welfare, and cultural preference of the presumed majority’.46 Eszter Zalan suggests
this has been a particular problem within the EU, whereby ‘most populist far-right parties ….
are critical of human rights legislation and of constitutional protection of minority rights and
minorities’ religious freedoms’.47 Therefore, suggesting that if these parties believe most of
their electorate want to create discriminatory laws, then they will do so regardless of human
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rights legislation that condemns this.48 In doing so, these authoritarian populist regimes ‘rais[e]
their own cultural norms and particularities above international law and standards, hence
undermining universal human rights as a principle’.49
This has manifested in attacks by international populist leaders on the wider international
human rights legal framework. For example, authoritarian leaders have attempted in the last
decade to rid or de-legitimise the existing organisations, mechanisms and institutions mandated
to uphold international human rights standards. This was to be expected, as Roth states: ‘when
populists treat rights as an obstacle to their vision of the majority will, it is only a matter of
time before they turn on those who disagree with their agenda’.50
Accordingly, the last decade has seen what has been considered the ‘biggest crackdown in a
generation’ of human rights organisations.51 Sherwood, writing for The Guardian, quoted
James Savage of Amnesty International who considered that this crackdown on human rights
organisations to have a ‘rapidity and breadth that … arguably represents a seismic shift and
closing down of human rights space not seen in a generation’.52 Viktor Orbán, for example,
‘accused NGOs of doing the bidding of foreign powers … label[ed] them as foreign agents and
accuse[d] them of treason’.53 As a result, non-governmental organisations in Hungary have
become ‘targets of harassment and smear campaigns’.54At least fifty countries have adopted
laws restricting NGO funding55 while ‘ninety-six countries have taken steps to inhibit NGOs
from operating at full capacity’.56 Of course, all had been on the basis that these foreign NGOs
were inherently foreign bodies intervening in international affairs against majority will.
Perhaps even more concerning to the human rights movement is the threat to international
human rights courts, which have become common targets of populist parties. Voeten discusses
48
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how populist parties perceive international courts, finding that ‘authoritarian populists see
international courts as … tools for liberal elites to cement their preferred policies against the
will of the people’ and are problematic for populist agendas where these courts ‘make
judgements that protect elites or minorities against whom there is a pre-existing populist
mobilisation’.57 Populist governments argue they want to protect their own rights agenda
without the ‘watchdogs’58 of international courts. This has, in practice, happened under the
guise of protecting ‘national security’, particularly with the legitimisation of excessive counterterrorism measures.59 Voeten suggests such outward criticism of international courts can be a
tactical move of populists, where criticising rulings that protect ‘the minority’ against ‘the
majority’ can be ‘a source of popularity for leaders who rely on populist mobilization’.60
Though the ECtHR has been argued to be ‘relatively robust in resisting attacks to its existence
and its structural integrity’ it also is arguably not currently equipped to deal with the threat
populists pose to ‘gradual erosion of a court through de-legitimisation’.61 This is to the extent
that some scholars argue the result has been ‘an implementation crisis in the ECtHR system’,
which undermines the very existence of human rights. 62
1.3. Conclusions
Thus, whilst populist rhetoric is not inherently antithetical to human rights, populist rhetoric in
practice and in the hands of modern authoritarians certainly has the potential to entirely
undermine and restrict the authority and the legitimacy of international organisations and
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institutions with a mandate to enforce human rights. Without a change in trajectory for populist
support, the danger to human rights could be exponential. This Section accentuates what is
outlined in Section 2; that with COVID-19 and the failures of authoritarian populist regimes
that have ensued, perhaps it is time for this trajectory to turn.
Section 2: COVID-19, Human Rights and the Great Reset
The emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic and its unprecedented implications on the global
political and economic climate provide evidence that the trajectory of rising populist support
is beginning to change. Arguably, in the face of COVID-19, the strength of populist
authoritarian rhetoric has weakened and so too has the grasp of modern authoritarians. If the
populist wave is receding, is the threat to human rights also receding? The following section
substantiates this question. It outlines the impact of the COVID-19 climate on both human
rights and on the strength of authoritarian populist rhetoric and provides the foundation for an
argument that this time of weakened support for populist authoritarian leadership provides an
ideal opportunity for human rights advocates to capitalise on and strengthen the movement
away from authoritarian populist support, and push for a restored public faith in human rights.
In doing so, human rights advocates should look to the root of the success of populist rhetoric’s
feat over faith in human rights and strategise to resolve these issues. Where advocates are
successful, perhaps this decline in support for populist rhetoric will continue.
2.1. COVID-19, Human Rights and the Populist Decline
The pandemic brought with it an unprecedented human rights quandary. In the face of a global
public health crisis the likeness of which had not been seen for a century, governments had to
make widespread judgment calls on how best to tackle this unknown virus. Political leaders
were dependent on technocratic support, seeking guidance from experts with incomplete and
consistently developing information. With the backing of technocratic advice on how best to
balance the need to prevent the spread of the disease to protect individuals and to ensure the
economic survival of the nation, several fundamental freedoms were derogated from on an
unprecedented scale since the creation of the modern human rights legal framework, both in
duration and scope. 63
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Such a scale of rights derogations naturally provided human rights challenges in of itself, and
certainly tested the robustness of the international human rights legal framework in protecting
human rights from arbitrary derogations.64 The exceptional circumstances led to significant
innovations in human rights law to ensure that derogations were compatible with international
law.65 On the whole, the exceptional circumstances created by the COVID-19 pandemic and
the need to prevent the spread of the virus for the protection of rights to life and to health,
rendered derogations of rights in the form of lockdowns (etc) arguably legitimate (subject to
the requirement of proportionality being satisfied).66 However, as Scheinin and MolbækSteensig point out, the approach to COVID-19 taken by populist authoritarians often fell short
on two counts; human rights compliance and practical effectiveness.
Driven by the rhetoric’s inherent distaste and dissatisfaction/fear of technocratic governance,
it was no surprise that authoritarian populist leaders’ response to COVID-19 was often ignorant
to expert advice, with damning implications on support for populist leadership. As the
following section suggests, this handling of COVID-19 was arguably the catalyst for a decline
in support for authoritarian populist rhetoric.
2.2. Populist Authoritarian’s COVID-19 Response: The Beginning of A Populist Decline
The handling of the pandemic by populist authoritarians was met with some hostility from
many of their archetypal supporters. Anderson and Bolet elucidated this issue well. They first
illustrate that the supporters of these leaders often have little respect for technocratic
governance, and (particularly where right-wing populist supporters are concerned) their

<https://cadmus.eui.eu/bitstream/handle/1814/69576/LAW_2021_01.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y> accessed
10 May 2022.
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libertarian distaste for over-zealous government intervention in the everyday lives of
individuals. This facilitates an argument that because these supporters are thereby ‘predisposed’ to inherent discontent with the government’s handling of the pandemic, they were
more likely to be dissatisfied with restrictions put in place to mitigate the spread of the virus.
Leaders appealing to the desires of these supporters therefore responded both with rhetoric and
with COVID-19 policy that catered to these sentiments. Therefore, as Scheinin and MolbækSteensig put it ‘many rulers that generally score high on populism scales … downplayed the
emergency and blocked/reversed evidence-based measures to contain it’.67 Brazil’s President
Jair Bolsonero, for example, called COVID-19 a ‘meany little flu’ and insisted ‘we will all die
some-day’.

68
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restrictions to mitigate the spread of COVID-19 were a threat to their nation’s heartland values.
69

The resistance of populist authoritarian leaders to take positive action to mitigate the spread of
COVID-19 had some significant repercussions. Jair Bolsonero’s negligent response to
COVID-19, for example, was dubbed ‘genocidal’ for having left Brazil ‘adrift on an ocean of
hunger and disease’.70 The pandemic cost of populism was evident in numerous states whose
populist leadership failed to effectively address COVID-19; with Mexico, Bolivia, Ecuador
and the Philippines also qualifying as ‘among the world’s worst-hit nations’.71
COVID-19 has thereby placed a spotlight on the reality of populist authoritarian rhetoric in
practice and exposed ‘how incompetently populists and authoritarians are likely to react to real
crises’.72 Consequently, COVID-19 has arguably catalysed a decline in support for populist
rhetoric. As Anderson and Bolet’s empirical research on right-wing supporters in France
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illustrated,even those ideologically aligned with populist authoritarian rhetoric were ‘no less
compliant with health and policy measures’ and were ‘more sensitive to elite cues’.73 Burleigh
concurred that even those (libertarians) more pre-disposed to populist rhetoric have been
increasingly reluctant to support these leaders, given that they then ‘f[ound] themselves in the
company of those who think 5G masts cause COVID-19’.74
These sentiments seemingly translated in the polls, as evident in a recent ‘mega-dataset’ that
analysed the attitudes of over half a million people across 109 countries since 2020. This
evidence demonstrated that there has been a ‘collapse’ in support for both populist leaders and
populist political parties both during, and seemingly, after the pandemic. Their research found
that ‘individual populist leaders exhibit declining approval ratings, electoral support for
populist parties is falling, and most tellingly of all, public approval for core populist ideas –
such as belief in ‘will of the people’ or that society is divided between ordinary people and a
“corrupt elite” – has fallen dramatically.’75 To contextualise, survey evidence illustrated that
‘on average, populist leaders saw a 10-percentage point drop in their approval from the second
quarter of 2020 to the final quarter of this year.’76 They highlight where the popularity has
already been put to ‘the electoral test’, two significant populist candidates have been removed
from office or failed in their pursuits for electoral success. Donald Trump in 2020, who lost his
bid for a second term incumbency - mounting evidence of an electoral collapse of populism,
was followed by the failures in the polls for Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel, MORENA (the
governing party) in Mexico, Andrej Babiš in the Czech Republic and presidential candidate
Jose Antonio Kast in Chile in 2021. Of course, it would be an oversight to suggest that the
handling of COVID-19 alone was the single contributing factor to the downfall of these leaders
in the polls. However, the aptness of their declining support within the COVID-19 climate, as
the authors of the ‘mega-dataset’ concur, can imply that the handling of the pandemic by these
73
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leaders may have been amongst the contributing factors. Yet from this evidence, they predict
the same fate for Jair Bolsonaro in the Brazilian election in October 2022 and Viktor Orbán in
the Hungarian presidential election next year.77
It is not simply the practical application of populism itself that has lost support, but the divisive
rhetoric itself. The dataset points out that voters are not only distancing themselves from
populist parties and leaders, but also the worldview they espouse. Since 2019, the YouGov
Globalism Survey has asked citizens around the world whether they agree or disagree with key
populist ideas, such as the notion that one’s country is ‘divided between ordinary people and
the corrupt elites’ or that the ‘will of the people’ should govern one’s country’s politics. The
evidence suggested that since the start of the pandemic, there has been almost universal
rejection of such beliefs.78 The authors suggest that this is a sentiment that began in 2020 at the
beginning of the pandemic and accelerated ever since. They have thus attributed this
deterioration of support to the ‘populist (mis)handling of the pandemic’, a ‘decline in political
tribalism’ and a decline in the ‘spatial divide’ between regions that had recently been
considered to have been left behind by the global economy.79
2.3. Conclusions: Capitalising on the Decline during ‘The Great Reset’
Considering the evidence in Section 2.2, there is much to suggest that the populist wave that
has increased exponentially from 2016, may have started to recede. For the purposes of the
article, the question becomes: what can be done now to prevent a second wave of authoritarian
populism and restore greater faith in human rights and social cohesion?
Whilst the existing populist wave ebbs, some scholars have considered the implications of this
involuntary retreat. Materialised from this question is the hypothesis that this post-Covid era
could become a ‘Great Reset’. Coined by Klaus Schwab and Thierry Malleret, the Great Reset
refers to the idea that the pandemic has forced society to ‘confront us with our own fears and
anxieties and afford great opportunities for introspection’.80 They highlight that the social and
economic disruption caused by Covid-19 has created an opportunity to reflect on what changes
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are needed to form a more inclusive, resilient, and sustainable world. In doing so they suggest
we need to ‘explore the root causes’ of the status quo to strategise moving forward and posit
that ‘the power of human beings lies in being foresighted and having the ingenuity… to take
their destiny into their hands and plan for a better future’.81 Sutcliffe further builds on Schwab
and Malleret’s work, suggesting that COVID-19 has exposed on an un-ignorable scale the
social construction of the status quo, and the fact that it can be undone and recreated. Using the
work of accredited scholars Thomas Piketty and Rutger Bregman, she argues that we can
dismantle the capitalist ideology upon which current global economics is based and puts
forward the notion that: ‘if we made it up once, we could make it up again’.82 Thus, the
implication is that if the status quo can be undone, there is hope that this can be the same for
various facets of modern society.
What is crucial for Schwab and Malleret is that in this time while we are freshly moving into a
post-Covid climate, ‘we are at a crossroads’ at which there is danger in either going back to a
‘world that resembles the one we just left behind – but worse and constantly dogged by nasty
surprises’ or to a ‘better world: more inclusive [and] more equitable’.83
Section 3: The ‘Great Reset’: A Time for Human Rights Reset?
Following from the previous section which outlines the decline in support for populist
authoritarian rhetoric and ‘modern authoritarian’ leadership in democratic States, this section
aims to capitalise on this concept of a ‘Great Reset’ to consider whether it can be applicable to
the human rights framework. It seeks to address the question; if populism’s recent failures
contributed to a sustained decline in populist support, can the incumbent weakness of populist
authoritarian rhetoric be capitalised on by human rights advocates to the advantage of the
human rights framework? To that end, it adds weight to the argument that in this time of
populist authoritarian weakness, human rights activists should re-strategise to create a system
that can be more robust to the threat posed by such populist rhetoric.
The need for a new approach to tackle this threat is not new to scholarship. Some scholars have
speculated on the threat to populist politics on human rights, and often vaguely outline a need
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to create strategies that prioritise advocacy or ‘doubling down’84 on ESC rights, but fall short
of explaining the urgency of this strategic shift and have not offered sufficient guidance on how
to push for this change. This section attempts to highlight the necessity for further research to
fill this chasm in the literature. Through capitalising on the concept of the ‘Great Reset’, this
section will outline whether the Great Reset can and should apply to the international human
rights framework.
This section takes the stance that there is value and truth to the notion that ESC rights should
be at the forefront of human rights advocacy to tackle the increasing support for authoritarian
populist rhetoric. It explains that if ESC rights are the focus of advocacy efforts, citizens that
have been susceptible to populist rhetoric may be less enticed by the (often false) claims of
economic security that populist authoritarian leaders claim, and the grasp of authoritarian
populism may continue to waver in the polls.
Constructing this argument adds to existing literature that calls for increased enforcement of
ESC rights. Through an interdisciplinary analysis of the roots of populist support, this section
demonstrates the greater value in innovating and re-focussing the efforts of human rights
advocates and building upon the existing human rights framework, rather than simply doubling
down on that which already exists.85 Similarly to scholar Douglas Johnson, it argues that
learning from the origins of the increase in authoritarian populist support will allow advocates
to capitalise on the issues that led to an increase in support for divisive authoritarian values and
target their human rights advocacy on these areas effectively counteracting this support. It
agrees and capitalises on the notion that ‘a crisis of a discipline is always also an opportunity
for development, either through refocusing or intervention’86 and takes the view that
‘refocusing’ should not be based on ‘merely annunciating the relevant treaty article and
expecting violators to change their behaviour’ but through a ‘prognosis … based on more
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elaborate diagnosis of what exactly are the sources and manifestations of the current crisis of
human rights advocates’.87
3.1. The Roots of Populist Authoritarian Support and Human Rights Re-Strategising
Why do people support populists?
In reviewing literature that explains the origins of increased support for authoritarian populist
rhetoric, it becomes clear that there is value in human rights advocates using such information
as a basis for strategy towards sustaining the post-COVID-19 decline in support for populist
authoritarian rhetoric. Such an understanding of the roots of populist support highlights an
urgent need to restore faith in human rights and international solidarity amongst populations
who are increasingly disenfranchised by the existing human rights framework.
Philip Alston articulated the reasoning behind the success of authoritarian populist leaders in
democratic election:
‘The reality is that the majority in society feel that they have no stake in the human
rights enterprise, and that human rights groups really are just working for ‘asylum
seekers’, ‘felons’, ‘terrorists’, and the like. This societal majority seems far less likely
today than it might have been in the past to be supportive of the rights of the most
disadvantaged merely out of some disappearing ethos of solidarity.’88
This is a notion that is echoed by numerous political scientists whose work delves into the
origins of support for divisive and authoritarian values that has re-surfaced on the last decade.
Pippa Norris, for example, in developing a cultural backlash theory to this end, came to similar
conclusions. Amongst a series of contributing factors, Norris exposed two crucial factors that
explain the faltering faith in human rights: economic grievances and immigration. Whilst the
latter refers to the notion that many socially conservative people feel that their basic values are
being eroded by rapid cultural change, it is the stance of this article that this ‘fear’ is aggravated
by the existence of the former, economic grievances.
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Economic grievances as an explanation for support for authoritarian populist leadership refers
to the idea that people become susceptible to the appeal of authoritarian leadership (the appeal
of the strongman89) when feeling anxious about their own economic security. Norris explains
that ‘the growing electoral success of authoritarian-populist parties and leaders has often been
attributed to several related economic developments occurring during the late twentieth
century’90 and has been conflated by Putzel with ‘legacies of neoliberalism’91 and ‘mass
cynicism of neoliberal elites.92 Putzel concurs that the increasing support for populist
leadership has ‘thrived on anger caused by the economic impact of neoliberal globalisation’.93
Whilst neoliberalism is an economic philosophy characterised by the idea that ‘free,
unregulated, and competitive markets are both efficient and socially responsible’94 and was
adopted on the basis of ‘producing the greatest good for the greatest number’,95 it has instead
bred huge inequality.96 Putzel states that ‘by encouraging finance to move much more freely
around the globe, the reforms saw the destruction of many old industrial activities and
communities in the developed countries’.97 While this has done a lot to alleviate poverty in
developing economies98 the ‘less-educated population in advanced industrialized economies’
have become ‘losers’ from globalisation99 who have lost job security and income as a result.
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It is these people, Norris suggests, that ‘provide the strongest support for authoritarian and
populist values’.100
Newdick, writing about the effects of global capitalism states that ‘globalisation tends to
replace domestic politics with an unaccountable, economic policy-elite with no instinct to
protect social and economic rights.’101 Rather than being concerned with welfare,
‘governments [have] compete[d] with one another to lower capital taxes to attract investment
by multinational corporations.’102 Lower taxes means less money in the public pocket, and less
money to dedicate to welfare. This yields a ‘reduced capacity of government to insulate citizens
from the hardships of inadequate housing, education and social welfare’.103 Piketty considers
that ‘Europe is the most extreme case … it has both the highest level of private wealth in the
world and the greatest difficulty in resolving its public debt’104 which can explain the increasing
populist trend within Europe.105 Amnesty posit that ‘for many years the US government
described economic, social and cultural rights as ‘goals’ or ‘aspirations’, rather than rights.’106
Therefore, whilst neoliberal policies are somewhat premised on the notion that as a country
becomes more developed and has greater wealth, it is likely to be in a greater position to enforce
human rights obligations, this is not the case in practice. Instead, ‘politics everywhere has
become a shadow of economics’107 where governments are buffeted by economic forces and
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are deadlocked and disengaged with human rights in a bid to raise GDP. In reference to the
failures of neoliberalism, Cooper and Szreter suggest that ‘humankind has inadvertently
become trapped within an unsustainable, high-carbon, high-inequality, globalised economy
that worships growth’.108 It is with this reasoning that scholars such as Dudai suggest that ‘even
those who are ideologically aligned with human rights values have grown frustrated with the
ability of human rights to deliver the goods’109 where economic concerns trump rights
concerns.
How does this understanding explain a need for a shift in human rights advocacy?
Widespread concerns regarding the failures of the neoliberal economic infrastructure to
adequately protect individuals from poverty and the realisation of basic ESC rights, paired with
the notion that economic grievances are a significant reason for authoritarian populist
leadership, therefore provide some explanation for why individuals (particularly the ‘losers’ of
globalisation who are pre-disposed to engage with populist rhetoric) have become
disenfranchised by the concept of human rights protection. These individuals are seemingly
more susceptible to the allure of a ‘populist strongmen’ whose agenda suggests that they will
represent and protect the interests of ‘the people’ and that ‘the establishment’ are the source of
these economic issues. Ironically, the neoliberal economic policies that are creating these
‘losers of globalisation’ are, in many instances, endorsed by those populist leaders professing
to be the solution to these economic concerns.110
Nevertheless, Dudai found that ‘even those who are ideologically aligned with human rights
values have grown frustrated with the ability of human rights to deliver the goods’111 where
economic concerns trump rights concerns. It is arguable, therefore, that the human rights
framework has, so far focused too heavily on enforcing top-down principles that force states
to abide by vague notions of morality, rather than taking lessons from development economics
that aims to increase real living standards through the provision of resources for
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development.112 From this analysis, an argument emerges that some infrastructure change that
acknowledges a need for greater emphasis on globalised regulation of the free market may be
necessary to tackle the incumbent lack of ECR rights enforcement.
If a rise in populist support over the last decade has come from the failures of neoliberalism to
protect ESC rights and the congruent failure of the international human rights law framework
to recognise and capitalise on the understanding, then this is where human rights advocacy
should focus its’ attention to sustain the decline in populist support.
3.2. Re-Strategising Human Rights Efforts to Address Economic Grievances
To address ESC rights enforcement failures stemming from neoliberal capitalist global
economic climate, there is a need now to consider the potential of new approaches that can
regulate the negative effects of neoliberal policies in exacerbating economic inequality. This
sentiment is shared by Bonadiman and Soirila, who state that the human rights agenda must
engage with the issues presented by neoliberalism if any real change is to occur to reduce the
threats posed by populism to human rights. They suggest that ‘there is a need for a human
rights movement… that sees and reveals rather than denies connections between rights and
markets’.113 In their view, human rights law and the existing rights framework should adapt
and expand to have a greater stake in decision-making concerning taxes, trade and labour.114
In similar vein, this conclusion was met by Nagaraj who found that placing excessive emphasis
on existing human rights did not bring about practical change where it ‘ignored issues of
economic harms and distributive justice’ in Sri Lanka115 and that human rights should take a
more active approach in resolving these issues.
Rosella De Falco believes this change should be facilitated by expanding government’s focus
on the welfare state. She believes that the neoliberal policy of cutting social spending is not
and should not be the only fiscal option available to governments in times of economic crisis
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and that it is ‘time for a rights-based welfare state’.116 Dudai, more radically, states ‘perhaps
the time has come to go even further: to argue against inequality as such, to develop a principled
position against ‘free market[s] … [and] to call for redistribution from rich to poor.’117
This is a difficult stance to promote, particularly from a legal realist perspective, given that
capitalist values which dominate most democratic states are averse to excessive state
intervention. Arguably, the COVID-19 pandemic may have facilitated some removal of the
rigidity and strength of this libertarian value, particularly where health inequalities are
concerned. For example – Anderson and Bolet’s empirical research demonstrated that even
‘citizens attached to right-wing populist parties are sensitive to elite cues, especially when there
is an objective risk to their health’.118 Cooper and Szreter concur that in the wake of COVID19, an understanding of the historic merits of the welfare state particularly in the modern history
of Britain can ‘emancipate us to think differently’119 and thereby challenge existing libertarian
values. Using Britain as an example, they demonstrate that an increased emphasis on welfare
can be ‘not just a moral, but an economic argument’.120 They highlight that historically,
‘initiative-taking by individuals flourished most when [British] society … committed itself to
generous collective support and security for all’.121 They advocate the dispersal of this
understanding could assure people that the welfare state is not the ‘enemy of individualism’
and rather that ‘welfare’s focus on nurturing human and social capital is a promoter of
economic prosperity and well-being’.122 The authors suggest that this understanding should be
advocated by policy makers in the wake of COVID-19 to build a ‘better future’. To that end,
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they prescribe to Scwab and Melleret’s concept of Great Reset and suggest ‘seven pillars of
empowerment’ to guide post-COVID-19 policy making. Perhaps if this understanding of
welfare was shared by human rights advocates/activists, the resistance to state intervention
could be mitigated.
Nevertheless, whilst recognising the libertarian limitation to this argument, this article
speculates that at minimum, health inequalities could be an ESC right where a balance could
be struck between economic concerns and rights concerns. Though desires to address health
inequalities pre-date the Coronavirus pandemic, there is some argument that the post-COVID
context has provided impetus for some of these practical changes to be made. Lucchese and
Pianta, argue that ‘the pandemic has dramatically shown the price of … a neoliberal turn’123,
finding that ‘market globalisation creates health threats that is completely unable to respond to
emergencies’124 due to a neglect of the welfare state and the economic, social, and cultural
rights of individuals (such as rights to health125 and to an adequate standard of living126).
In this way, the pandemic has put a microscope on the ‘absence of global rules and coordination
on the protection of health’.127 It is clear more now than ever that we cannot rely on the free
market to protect individual needs. Steiglitz illustrates ‘Trumpism’ is a relevant example
whereby during the pandemic, crucial public-funding in scientific research was side-lined to
accommodate greater tax cuts fed to big business.128 The pandemic has shown a new approach
is necessary if we want to move towards greater protection of basic rights – such as to health.
Lucchese and Pianta rightly concur that ‘it would be a mistake to believe that, once the
pandemic has passed, the economy could go back to ‘normal’.129 They posit that exposed
disparities exacerbate the need for a welfare state that ‘produces public goods and services …
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based on the rights and needs of citizens, rather than the ability of customers to spend’.130
Bibby et al speculate it should be a time for a ‘new social compact’ including an ‘enhanced
role for the State in providing social protection … increased public spending on prevention …
and better quality of jobs for workers who have been undervalued and underpaid’.131
Therefore, human rights advocates could capitalise on this momentum to take more radical
measures for the implementation of economic, social, and cultural rights. Whilst the current
attitude is that ‘to address these global issues, we need to radically rewrite the rules of
globalisation’,132 the same sentiment should stand for the re-invigoration of human rights.
Human rights advocates should push for international standards to be updated to better protect
‘health, welfare, labour rights and the environment’ and, as Lucchese and Pianta suggest, these
should perhaps be binding for the international movement of capitals and goods.133
International human rights lawyers and activists could innovate and collaborate with those
working in international trade law and push wealthy States to introduce a new order that
mitigates the inequality that pervades modern society. These changes should be drawn from
the likes of Piketty, who states:
‘The right response to this crisis would be to revive the social state in the global north, and
to accelerate its development in the global south… This new social state would demand a
fair tax system and create an international financial register that would enable it to bring in
the largest and richest firms to that system. The present regime of free circulation of capital,
set up in the 1980s and 90s under the influence of the richest countries – especially in
Europe – encourages evasion by millionaires and multinationals. It prevents poor countries
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from developing a fair tax system, which in turn undermines their ability to build a social
state.’134
If human rights advocates capitalise on these arguments and exploit them to the advantage of
the human rights legal framework, perhaps the threat to human rights could be alleviated.
3.3. The Possibility of a Strategy Change in Practice?
Recent action taken provides some evidence of a shift that can facilitate the practical
implementation of this new agenda. For example, at a recent G7 conference a group of wealthy
nations signed a tax agreement aimed at preventing abuse of the international tax system and
reduce the use of tax havens by both multinational corporations and online technology
companies.135 This illustrates effort to restore balance to the issue of global inequality and infers
some incentive from States to gain greater revenue from taxing the super-rich.
Further, Felice Gaer recently illustrated that the defeat of Trump in the polls has sparked a
momentum back towards rights universality in international human rights law. Although this
perspective is isolated solely to the United States’ attitude towards human rights, it provides
an apt example of a move back to the universality of human rights institutions to levels that
preceded and were threatened by populism. For example, since Biden has been in office, the
US has shifted back to pre-populist engagement the Human Rights Council. She argues that
such re-engagement with the Council has restored some faith in the ‘sacrosanctity of
universality’ of human rights affirmed in the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action
1993 that has been under siege by populist leaders trying to ‘pick and choose’ which rights
they were to prescribe to.136
Both of the above arguably reinforce a sense of urgency for a strategy change to sustain this
restoration of pre-populist human rights enforcement. They suggest that within this climate,
perhaps human rights advocates can push for some framework that encourages states to utilise
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the revenue gained from taxing these wealthy companies on facilitating guaranteed minimum
income, minimum health care, education and housing, global access to medicines for the
realisation of ESC rights. The momentum starting in 2006 to bind corporations to human rights
via the Ruggie Principles could be persuasive in constructing this argument137 alongside
necessary strengthening of the enforcement of the Ruggie Principles in and of themselves.138
Clearly, it is in these areas that provide a mechanism for the enforcement of economic, social
and cultural rights and/or resolve existing issues of inequality that should be targeted by human
rights advocates.
However, the writing is not yet on the wall that this decline in populist support is inevitable.
The current decline in support due to COVID-19 does not exist in a vacuum and is not the only
issue existing in the international legal and political framework. Any aforementioned
predictions about the end of COVID-19 and its implications on international relations and
global politics – and international law – pre-date the understanding of the globalised economic
implications of COVID-19. In the same vein, these predictions could not have foreseen the
Russian invasion of Ukraine in February 2022, nor the economic disruption that has ensued.
As Gilles Ivaldi, writing for the Cogito Research Magazine, outlined, ‘we should not hastily
conclude that these [populist] forces are in retreat. The issues and anxieties that drive support
for those parties continue to deeply shape public opinion in Europe and the United States and
form a potential reservoir that could still play into the hands of populist entrepreneurs’.139
Michael Burleigh recently concurred. Whilst speculating on the likelihood of a populist
decline, he stated that ‘some [populists] may profit if there is a major economic depression on
the back of [COVID-19]’.140
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Furthermore, arguments cannot be ignored that we may have crossed the Rubicon in
international law where, as aforementioned, international law has been easily manipulated and
cherry-picked to the advantage of leader’s own political agendas. This is to the extent that
Ginsburg argues that international law will henceforth be divided between ‘authoritarian
international law’ and ‘pro-democratic international law’,141 with only the latter having true
concern to comply with international human rights law and the former ‘prefer[ring]
segmentable public goods … that can be delivered to their supporters and withheld from
opponents’.142
It is difficult to see the momentum towards this changing but in the same breath, perhaps with
the correct advocacy and strategic changes in human rights enforcement, even this momentum
can decelerate. Therefore, even with the above being true, the usefulness of analysing the ‘what
if?’ of capitalising on the existing crossroads of the Great Reset back towards human rights
and civil unity should not be de-valued. Much like Alston’s position, ‘dejection and despair
are pointless and self-defeating’143 and it is better that human rights advocates use this time to
push for systemic change.
Conclusion
With the populist retreat as a backdrop, this article has illustrated the value in capitalising on
the ‘Great Reset’ to sustain a movement away from populist rhetoric and towards a restored
faith in human rights. In doing so, it should be recognised that the real issue with human rights
is less about whether people like and support human rights, but more that rights are not
perceived as a mechanism that can truly improve individual lives. The focus of human rights
advocates should be on ensuring that there are economic frameworks in place in countries to
ensure that people’s rights to basic needs fulfilment are affordable and can be prioritised over
neoliberal policies. Where these mechanisms don’t exist, it’s a bit like fighting for the right
that all men can bear children. Absent a womb, securing that right for men is pointless.
The solution to the continuance of the human rights movement and the feat over the threat of
populism is to facilitate mechanisms with which to improve ESC rights allocation, reducing
the appeal of the populist strongman and thereby hitting populist leaders at the root. Current
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decisions infer an existing momentum towards this goal that should be capitalised on and
developed alongside efforts to develop the long-accepted movement to bind multinational
corporations to human rights. If these efforts are made, inequality is mitigated and individuals
begin to feel they have a greater stake in human rights, perhaps the appeal of the populist
strongman will continue to dim and the grip of populist authoritarian leadership on the world
stage will loosen. With it, perhaps the threat to the human rights framework could be mitigated.
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